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Controlled-atmosphere thermal demagnetization and paleointensity analyses of extraterrestrial rocks
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Abstract We describe a system for conducting thermal demagnetization of extraterrestrial rocks in a controlled atmosphere appropriate for a wide range of oxygen fugacities within the stability domain of iron. Thermal demagnetization and Thellier-Thellier paleointensity experiments on lunar basalt synthetic analogs show that the controlled atmosphere prevents oxidation of magnetic carriers. When combined with multidomain paleointensity techniques, this opens the possibility of highly accurate thermal demagnetization and paleointensity measurements on rocks from the Moon and asteroids.

1. Introduction

A central goal of extraterrestrial paleomagnetism is to measure the intensities of past planetary and nebular magnetic fields [Weiss et al., 2010]. Records of these fields are provided by natural remanent magnetization (NRM) typically in the form of thermoremanence (TRM) acquired during cooling [Nagata, 1961; Neel, 1949]. TRM is best characterized using stepwise thermal demagnetization and remagnetization methods, because they reproduce the natural process of progressive magnetization thermal unblocking and blocking [Tauxe, 2010]. A major limitation to this methodology has been that most extraterrestrial rocks formed in environments which are orders of magnitude more reducing than at the Earth’s surface (see Table 1 and Wadhwa [2008] for a review). As a result, heating such rocks in the Earth’s atmosphere induces oxidation reactions that alter the magnetic carriers, demagnetizing them via recrystallization rather than thermal unblocking and also permanently changing their magnetic properties. Examples of thermal demagnetization and paleointensity experiments conducted in air that resulted in sample alteration include those of Brecher and Leung [1979], Westphal and Whitechurch [1983], Westphal [1986], and Collinson [1987] for ordinary chondrites and Morden [1992] for a eucrite.

As a result of these problems, extraterrestrial paleomagnetic studies have largely relied on alternating field (AF) methods in which the sample is demagnetized by a symmetric AC field of decreasing amplitude at room temperature. Paleointensities are obtained by comparing AF demagnetization of the NRM to that of a laboratory-induced anhysteretic remanent magnetization (ARM) or isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) and relying on an empirically determined calibration factor [Fuller and Cisowski, 1987; Gattacceca and Rochette, 2004; Kletetschka et al., 2004; Yu, 2010, 2006]. Although this method does not alter the magnetic carriers, it nevertheless has several key limitations. First, AF demagnetization unblocks NRM by grain coercivity rather than blocking temperature and therefore does not strictly reproduce the effect of thermal demagnetization. As a result, when NRM components overlap in bulk coercivity (due to, for example, a broad distribution of microcoercivities for grains with a narrow range of volumes), this can result in poorly isolated NRM components. Second, because of the relatively low peak AC fields (≤ 300 mT) typically available in AF systems, the highest coercivity grains (i.e., ~1 T for highly elongate single domain Fe grains) cannot be AF demagnetized. Third, AF methods typically achieve relatively uncertain paleointensity estimates because the calibration factor is different for every rock (varying typically by a factor of 3–5; Tikoo et al., 2014). If accuracy better than this is desired, then the sample has to be heated, thereby negating the key advantage of AF methods.

If sample alteration could somehow be mitigated during laboratory heating, the method of choice for determining the paleointensity of a TRM would be the Thellier-Thellier double heating method [Thellier and Thellier, 1940].
Thellier, 1959] and its variants [Aitken et al., 1988; Coe, 1967; Tauxe and Staudigel, 2004; Yu et al., 2004]. In the Thellier-Thellier experiment, the sample is submitted to stepwise thermal demagnetization and remagnetization. Each temperature step is carried out in zero field and then one or more times in a known laboratory-applied field. The paleointensity is deduced from the ratio of the NRM lost and the partial TRM (pTRM) gained between two temperatures steps. Sample alteration can be monitored using repeated acquisitions of pTRM (pTRM checks).

There have been several previous attempts to eliminate alteration of extraterrestrial samples during thermal demagnetization. The most common method is to conduct the heating in vacuum [Collinson et al., 1973; Dunn and Fuller, 1972; Fuller et al., 1979; Gose et al., 1973; Hoffman et al., 1979; Larson, 1978; Lawrence et al., 2008]. The addition of a solid buffer, suggested by Taylor [1979] but never to our knowledge implemented, may improve the fugacity control. Sugiuira and coauthors [Sugiuira and Strangway, 1980, 1983; Sugiuira et al., 1979] used a powdered Ti getter to capture the water from the samples before sealing the glass tube. However, all of these attempts gave largely unsatisfactory results, probably because typical laboratory vacuums (10⁻⁵ torr) are still highly oxidizing (air at 10⁻³–10⁻⁵ atm, equivalent to IW+20 at 500°C).

Experiments were also conducted in pure Ar [Chowdhary et al., 1987] or in mixtures of H₂ diluted in N₂ [Pearce et al., 1976] or Ar [Sugiuira et al., 1978]. The pure Ar experiments were unsuccessful because nominally inert gases actually contain impurities that render them highly oxidizing (even 99.999% pure gas can have FO₂ up to ~10⁻⁶ atm when a minor amount of air is present as a contaminant, equivalent to IW +23 at 500°C). On the other hand, the experiments using mixtures of H₂ with either Ar or N₂ also failed, likely because they were too reducing. H₂ even diluted in an inert gas, creates an extremely reducing atmosphere because the only oxygen introduced into the system is as an impurity in the gases. For example, a mixture of 20% high-purity H₂ and 80% high-purity inert gas with typical levels of contaminants (5 ppm O₂, 5 ppm H₂O, 1 ppm CO₂, and 1 ppm CO) will have in FO₂ < 10⁻³⁵ atm at 500°C, equivalent to IW-7.

In summary, none of the above mentioned methods are satisfactory because they do not actually control the oxygen fugacity at a known value. Therefore, in hindsight, it is not surprising that essentially all extraterrestrial thermal demagnetization and Thellier-Thellier experiments have failed thus far to mitigate sample alteration. However, as long ago realized by the petrology community, controlled mixtures of oxidizing and reducing gases are expected to have far better buffering properties because the FO₂ is controlled by the balance of temperature-dependent reactions between the different gas species and varies with temperature [Nafziger et al., 1971]. The only magnetics experiments where such buffering gas mixtures were used were those of Larson et al. [1975], but no paleointensity analyses were performed with that apparatus.

Because gas mixtures equilibrate at temperatures as low as 300°C [Burkhard and Ulmer, 1995] and sample alteration is generally kinetically inhibited below these temperatures (as verified by our experiments below), they should be suitable for mitigating sample oxidation-reduction reactions during thermal demagnetization. Experiments in controlled reducing atmospheres have been successfully conducted with CO₂-H₂ mixtures for...
both petrographic [e.g., Sato, 1971] and rock magnetic studies [Bowles et al., 2012] as well as with CO-CO2 mixtures [Huebner, 1975]. Although both gas mixtures are effective at controlling \( f_{O_2} \), CO2-H2 mixing has the advantage of not employing a toxic gas (although H2 is potentially explosive, the small gas fluxes typically used render it fairly safe for these applications).

Mixtures of H2-CO2 form O2, H2O, CO, and CH4 by the following reactions [Prunier and Hewitt, 1981]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2 & \rightarrow \text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \\
\text{H}_2 + \text{1/2} \text{O}_2 & \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O} \\
\text{CO} + 3\text{H}_2 & \rightarrow \text{CH}_4 + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\end{align*}
\]

In some conditions, graphite can precipitate, but this is only expected to happen for gas mixtures outside the stability domain of iron [Prunier and Hewitt, 1981]. By controlling the ratio of H2 to CO2, the oxygen fugacity at 800°C can be set in the range of 10^{-24} to 10^{-10} atm (equivalent to ~IW-5 to IW+10; assuming that the mixing ratio can be controlled with a precision of 0.1%) [Prunier and Hewitt, 1981], which encompasses essentially the entire range of conditions in which known planetary samples formed (Table 1). With this goal, we designed what is to our knowledge the first thermal demagnetization and paleointensity apparatus that incorporates accurate \( f_{O_2} \) atmosphere and magnetic field control into a magnetically shielded environment.

In section 2, we describe the experimental setup of our controlled atmosphere apparatus and the calibration experiments. We then present in section 3 its application to the thermal demagnetization and paleointensity analyses of synthetic lunar basalts.

### 2. Experimental Setup

The controlled atmosphere apparatus (Figure 1) is a 33 mm outer diameter fused quartz tube inserted into an ASC Scientific TS-48SC thermal demagnetization oven situated in the MIT Paleomagnetism Laboratory magnetically shielded room. The maximum temperature that can be reached with this setup is ~800°C and the

![Figure 1. Controlled atmosphere thermal demagnetization apparatus. All the elements of the sample chamber are nonmagnetic.](image-url)
field measured inside the oven is typically < 20 nT. Samples are placed on a removable ceramic holder attached to a 6 mm outer diameter gas inlet quartz tube with ceramic paste. A platinum wire acting as a catalyst [Burkhard and Ulmer, 1995] is wrapped around the opening of the gas inlet. Once the peak temperature is reached in the oven, the temperature gradient along the sample holder is < 5 °C. The quartz tube is sealed with a silicone stopper. The gas mixture composition is controlled from outside the shielded room by adjusting the flow rates of H2 and CO2 with two rotameters. The range of possible flow rates is 0.01–2.28 × 10⁻³ m³/s for CO2 and 0.58–5.88 × 10⁻³ m³/s for H2. CO detectors are used to monitor potential H2 leaks, but these are not expected to be problematic because of the small H2 flow rates (the total flow is 6 × 10⁻⁶ m³/s during filling).

3. Calibration

To calibrate and test our system, we heated iron metal fragments (guaranteed 99.99% Fe by the producer) in gas mixtures of different compositions to temperatures between 300 and 800 °C (Figure 2). At temperatures below ~570 °C, iron oxidizes to form magnetite when the atmosphere is too oxidizing. Above ~570 °C, iron oxidizes to form wüstite, which then further oxidizes to magnetite. The fO2 conditions at which these reactions occur are given by the equations of Eugster and Wones [1962], which define the IW, IM, and wüstite-magnetite (WM) buffers. We calculated the proportions of H2 and CO2 required to reach fO2 levels above and below the IW and IM buffers at different temperatures based on the tables of Prunier and Hewitt [1981] for H2-CO2 gas mixtures of different compositions (in vol % CO2), and dashed lines are low-temperature linear extrapolations. The dark shaded area encompasses the conditions in which graphite can precipitate [Prunier and Hewitt, 1981]. Green circles represent our experiments for which we observed iron was stable, blue circles represent experiments for which we observed that iron was oxidized to wüstite, and purple circles represent experiments for which we observed that iron was oxidized to magnetite. The fugacity for each of these experiments was calculated based on the controlled H2-CO2 gas mixture composition.

Figure 2. Calibration of the gas mixtures in our controlled-atmosphere thermal demagnetization apparatus. Shown is the inferred oxygen fugacity, log(fO2), as a function of inverse temperature, 1/T. Black thick lines labeled "0" are iron-wüstite (IW) and iron-magnetite (IM) solid buffer curves from Eugster and Wones [1962] (based on measurements for IW, and theoretical calculations for IM), which intersect at ~570°C. Above this temperature, the IM curve splits into IW +0 and a wüstite-magnetite (WM) curves. Additional black solid lines represent -1, -2, and -3 log (atm) below the IW/IM buffer. Red solid lines represent calculated fugacities from Prunier and Hewitt [1981] for H2-CO2 gas mixtures of different compositions (in vol % CO2), and dashed lines are low-temperature linear extrapolations. The dark shaded area encompasses the conditions in which graphite can precipitate [Prunier and Hewitt, 1981]. Green circles represent our experiments for which we observed iron was stable, blue circles represent experiments for which we observed that iron was oxidized to wüstite, and purple circles represent experiments for which we observed that iron was oxidized to magnetite. The fugacity for each of these experiments was calculated based on the controlled H2-CO2 gas mixture composition.
We imparted a total TRM on all three samples by heating them to 800°C, kept at the peak temperature for 10–20 min, and the cooling time was 40 min for An-46. An-46 only lost a few percent of its saturation magnetization (acquired with a 2.5 T field pulse) along orthogonal directions. Between 300 and 500°C, the magnetization of An-45 strongly decayed to 20% of the initial value while the magnetization direction was still stable. By comparison, An-46 did not observe any differences in the stability of iron between the continuous flow and sealed experiments, we conclude that the heating is sufficiently rapid that redox reactions are quenched.

Effect is significant, we conducted experiments with continuous flow of variable gas mixtures. Because we did not observe any differences in the stability of iron between the continuous flow and sealed experiments, we conclude that the heating is sufficiently rapid that redox reactions are quenched.

Table 2 presents the proportions of gases required to adjust the fO2 at 0, 1, 2, or 3 log units below the IW and IM buffers (Pruenier and Hewitt, 1981). Since the most reducing mixture permitted by our setup is 0.2% CO2 – 99.8% H2 (limited by our ability to monitor small flow rates of CO2), corresponding to a fO2 of $\sim 10^{-43}$ atm at 300°C, it is not possible to set the fugacity below IM-1 log (atm) at this temperature. However, this value is still in the stability domain of iron.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T (°C)</th>
<th>IM/W</th>
<th>IM/IW-1</th>
<th>IM/IW-2</th>
<th>IM/IW-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;300</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Oxidation of iron to magnetite or to wüstite (visible as a change of color for a wüstite test sample from silver/gray to dark gray or bluish dark gray, respectively) conformed to the predictions using linear extrapolation of gas mixture fO2 and buffer equations and consistent with the results of Burkhard and Ulmer (1995). Because we sealed the system before heating and gas mixtures are more oxidizing relative to IW/IM buffer curves at low temperatures, it is possible that the gas mixtures may be too oxidizing as the temperature is rising. To determine whether this

4. Lunar Basalt Analogs

4.1. Thermal Demagnetization

To further test our system, we conducted thermal demagnetization experiments on lunar basalt analogs synthesized by Grove and Beaty [1980]. These samples were originally created to constrain the cooling rates of the Apollo samples and therefore have similar bulk compositions, cooling rates, and grain sizes resembling typical lunar basalts. Like Apollo 11 and 17 basalts, they contain essentially pure Fe metallic iron (Figures 3b, 3e, and 3h) with a Curie temperature of 780°C. However, the basalt analogs differ from Apollo basalts in not containing troilite, which allows us to separate the effects of metal oxidation and reduction from magnetostatic interactions between metal and troilite that are hypothesized to complicate analyses of the natural samples [Chowdhary et al., 1987]. We used samples of run numbers 18 (cooling rate 1.46°C/h), 45 (cooling rate 120°C/h), and 46 (cooling rate 62.7°C/h) from Grove and Beaty [1980] (hereafter named An-18, An-45, and An-46). These samples were synthesized in evacuated silica glass tubes in high-purity iron capsules with log(fO2) near IW-1. An-18 contains glass, ilmenite, clinopyroxene, plagioclase, and silica, while An-45 and An-46 contain glass, olivine, ilmenite, and clinopyroxene. The samples are slabs of approximate dimensions 1 × 3 × 5 mm. Our petrographic observations suggest they are dominantly in the multidomain state, which is confirmed by hysteresis measurements: $M_r/M_s = 10^{-2}$ and $H_{cr}/H_C = 13.5$ for saturation magnetization $M_s$, remanent remanent magnetization $M_r$, coercive force $H_{cr}$, and remanent coercive force $H_C$ [Day et al., 1977] (Figure 4). The metal grain sizes are in the range of 0.5–50 μm for An-18, 0.5–15 μm for An-45, and 0.5–15 μm for An-46. Their magnetic anisotropy degree P was determined to be ~1.01 by measuring their saturation magnetization (acquired imparted with a 2.5 T field pulse) along orthogonal directions.

We imparted a total TRM on all three samples by heating them to 800°C in a H2-CO2 mixture with log(fO2) ~ IW-1 and cooling in a 100 μT field. For all experiments, the heating time was 15–30 min, the samples were kept at the peak temperature for 10–20 min, and the cooling time was ~20 min. An-45 was then thermally demagnetized in air (i.e., the demagnetization apparatus was used with the gas mixture replaced by air), while An-46 was demagnetized in the controlled atmosphere (IW-1; see Figure 5 and supporting information for the data). Up to ~300°C, both samples showed similar behavior, with a decay <10% and stable magnetization directions. Between 300 and 500°C, the magnetization of An-45 strongly decayed to ~20% of the initial moment while the magnetization direction was still stable. By comparison, An-46 only lost a few percent of its magnetization between these temperatures. Above 500°C, the magnetization of An-45 became directionally
unstable and rapidly decayed with a concave up demagnetization shape to the demagnetization curve. An-46 showed a moderate decay below 700°C and remarkable directional stability; most of the intensity decay occurred between 750 and 775°C and with a concave down demagnetization curve.

The magnetization decay of An-45 at moderate temperature was clearly attributable to alteration. The metallic iron was probably oxidized to magnetite as indicated by the peak temperature of demagnetization (which was near the Curie point of magnetite) and the destruction of its magnetic record. However, most

**Figure 3.** Optical reflected microscope images of synthetic lunar basalt samples. (a) An-18, showing ilmenite, pyroxene, and iron. (b) An-18, showing metal grains. (c) An-18, showing ilmenite. (d) An-18 after thermal demagnetization in controlled atmosphere to 800°C. New iron blebs in rutile were formed by reduction of ilmenite. (e) An-45, showing ilmenite with armalcolite cores, pyroxene, and iron. (f) An-45 after thermal demagnetization in air to 800°C; iron grains do not appear to be altered. px = pyroxene, il = ilmenite, ar = armalcolite, Fe = iron, ru = rutile. The scale bars are 100 µm.
iron grains appear unaltered in reflection microscopy (Figure 3f), and microprobe analyses do not show detectable amounts of oxides. Oxidation may be limited to the surface of the large metal grains and to efficiently magnetized smaller grains. Regardless, it is nevertheless sufficient to drastically alter the magnetic record. For An-46, the continuous decay to $775^\circ\mathrm{C}$, as well as the concave down shape of the demagnetization curve [Dunlop and Ozdemir, 1997], are both consistent with thermal demagnetization by unblocking of metallic Fe grains. We measured the saturation magnetization—imparted by a 2.5 T field pulse—of two fragments of An-18 and An-45 before and after heating to $400^\circ\mathrm{C}$ in air and in the gas mixture, respectively. The magnetization of the fragment heated in air increased by 64% after heating, whereas that of the fragment heated in the gas mixture increased by 9%. Therefore, the controlled atmosphere apparatus makes it possible to study the TRM of metal-bearing samples. In particular, the success of our experiments demonstrates that although the gas reactions that maintain an equilibrium oxygen fugacity may be inhibited below $243^\circ\mathrm{C}$, alteration of the solid sample is also kinetically inhibited at these temperatures, making controlled oxygen fugacity thermal demagnetization feasible.

4.2. Paleointensity Experiment

We conducted a Thellier-Thellier paleointensity experiment on the total TRM imparted to sample An-18 using the Coe protocol [Coe, 1967] (Figure 6). For each temperature step, the sample was heated once in zero field and once in a 100 $\mu$T laboratory field for pTRM acquisition (see supporting information for the list of steps and the data). Checks for alteration, in which pTRM was acquired at selected lower temperatures, were made after heating to $600^\circ\mathrm{C}$ (pTRM checks at 400 and $500^\circ\mathrm{C}$), $700^\circ\mathrm{C}$ (pTRM check at $600^\circ\mathrm{C}$), $750^\circ\mathrm{C}$ (pTRM check at $700^\circ\mathrm{C}$), and $770^\circ\mathrm{C}$ (pTRM check at $750^\circ\mathrm{C}$).

The NRM direction was very directionally stable throughout the demagnetization, as indicated by the maximum angular deviation (MAD = 8.1°) from a least squares fit [Kirschvink, 1980], and was origin trending as indicated by the fact that its deviation angle (DANG) of 4.1° [Tauxe and Staudigel, 2004] is less than the MAD (see Table 3). Typical for multidomain grains, the curve is concave-up, which would lead to an overestimation of the paleointensity in the low-temperature segment [Levi, 1977] without additional mitigating experiments [i.e., Wang and Kent, 2013]. Note that this feature is inherent to multidomain magnetic grains and does not result from sample alteration. In particular, as demonstrated by the reproducibility of the pTRM checks, alteration is negligible up to $750^\circ\mathrm{C}$. The difference ratio sum (DRATS) alteration parameter [Shaar and Tauxe, 2013; Tauxe and Staudigel, 2004] in the temperature range 20–$750^\circ\mathrm{C}$ is $\sim20\%$ (see Table 3), below the cutoff value of 25% above which paleointensity experiments are typically deemed unacceptable. However, the total TRM acquired at the last step of the experiment ($770^\circ\mathrm{C}$) shows a 150% increase in moment compared with the initial acquisition. This indicates that new magnetic grains were formed. In
particular, our electron microscopy data show that new iron was produced by reduction of ilmenite to rutile plus metal (Figure 3d) [see also Pearce et al., 1976]. As the oxygen fugacity in which the samples were synthesized was controlled by a different method (evacuated silica glass tubes) and at much higher temperatures than in our experiment, it cannot be excluded that some minerals are unstable in our gas mixture. Taylor et al. [1972] determined the fugacity at which ilmenite reduction occurs for temperatures above 850°C. Extrapolation of their results predict a log($f_{O_2}$) $\sim -19$ at 800°C, or $\sim$IW-0.5. It may be possible to avoid reduction of ilmenite by using more oxidizing gas mixtures at high temperature. However, alteration of magnetic carriers is
extremely limited up to at least 750 °C, which should be sufficient to obtain reliable paleointensity estimates for extraterrestrial rocks.

Note that the lunar basalts on which the analogs are based have cooling times from the Curie temperature to the lunar surface temperature of the order of 10² – 10³ days. The cooling times in our experiments are orders of magnitude shorter. However, since we used the same fast cooling rate to impart the TRM as that used for our paleointensity experiments, we do not need to make a cooling rate correction [Halgedahl et al., 1980] to our paleointensities.

We also note that since the initial TRM was imparted by heating the samples in the gas mixture and reduction of ilmenite occurs at high (>750 °C) temperature, part of the original TRM must have been carried by iron grains produced from ilmenite. The demagnetization of An-46 shows that these grains have unblocking

![Figure 6. Paleointensity experiment on lunar basalt analog sample An-18. Shown is the NRM lost (normalized to initial NRM, NRM₀) as a function of pTRM gained (normalized to NRM₀). Triangles are pTRM checks. The dashed line represents ideal behavior expected for single domain grains without alteration. The inset shows the orthographic projection of the NRM for zero-field steps. Solid (open) circles represent end points of magnetization projected onto the y-z (y-x) planes.]()

Table 3. Statistics for An-18 NRM Direction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Temperature Range</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NRM</td>
<td>20–770 °C</td>
<td>(221.0°, −0.1°)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fit</td>
<td>20–770 °C</td>
<td>(224.8°, 2.3°)</td>
<td>[Kirschvink, 1980]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAD</td>
<td>20–770 °C</td>
<td>8.1°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANG</td>
<td>20–770 °C</td>
<td>4.1°</td>
<td>[Tauxe and Staudigel, 2004]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRATS</td>
<td>20–750 °C</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>[Tauxe and Staudigel, 2004]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aNRM and fit directions are given as (declination, inclination).
temperatures close to the Curie temperature. As An-45 was heated in air, part of its magnetization decay during thermal demagnetization could be due to the reversal of iron and rutile to ilmenite.

5. Conclusion and Perspectives

We have designed and constructed an apparatus to conduct thermal demagnetization of extraterrestrial rocks under controlled atmosphere. A wide range of oxygen fugacities can be reached within the stability domain of iron, making it possible to conduct thermal demagnetization of extraterrestrial samples such as lunar rocks and meteorites. In particular, the intensity of the lunar dynamo is not well constrained: although it has been shown that the Moon had a stable magnetic field between at least 4.2 and 3.6 Ga [Courrède et al., 2012; Garrick-Bethell et al., 2009; Shea et al., 2012; Suavet et al., 2013], its intensity has been largely determined with AF methods, and therefore has an uncertainty factor of ~3 due to the calibration between TRM and room temperature magnetizations (Tikoo et al., 2014). Thermal demagnetization of lunar and other extraterrestrial samples has the potential to provide paleointensity estimates with better accuracy, possibly comparable with that of typical terrestrial rocks (~10% accuracy).
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